
Home Assignment 

Class – XII (Arts-New) 

Q.1 Prepare a fact file that contains information on the objectives, functions and recent activities 
of BRICS. Pictures of the conferences or summit meetings have to be collected. 

 

ENGLISH ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS FOR CLASS XII 

WRITING 

1. You want to hire an English teacher to coach your son who is studying in class X and is weak in the 
subject. Draft a suitable advertisement in not more than 50 words to be inserted in the classified 
columns of “ The Sangai Express “ giving all the necessary details. You are Sally/ Sam Ngathem from 
Singjamei, Imphal.           (4 marks) 

2. You are Lily, Johnny of 16 Civil Lines, Delhi. You have seen an ad in “ The Hindu “ for the post of 
Event Manager at Wildfox Weddings. Apply for the job with complete bio-data. Write in 120-150 
words.            ( 6 marks ) 

3. The Covid-19 pandemic has affected our lives in more ways than one. We are inundated with 
news of people dying, oxygen running out in hospitals and hope ebbing. Now more than ever do we 
need to take care of our mental health. Write a speech for the morning assembly in 150-200 words 
highlighting the importance of taking care of our mental health and ways of doing so. You are 
Sameera/Nikhil.           ( 10 marks ) 

LITERATURE 

FLAMINGO 

Answer the following questions in  not more than 200 words-      ( 6 x 2 = 12 marks ) 

1. Our native language is part of our culture and we are proud of it. How do the people in the 
story show their love for their language during the last lesson? 

2. The issue that Adrienne Rich touches upon in the poem “ Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers “ has deep 
relevance for our society as well. Comment.  

Answer the following questions in 30-40 words: ( 2x4=8 marks ) 

1. Keeping still in this often chaotic world is something we have become so out of touch with. 
What do you think is Neruda trying to achieve by exhorting his readers to keep still? 

2. What does the poet’s smile in the poem, “My Mother at Sixty Six” show? 
3. How is Shakespeare wicked and the map a bad example  for the children of the school in a 

slum? 
4. In spite of troubles and sufferings, there is much to love about life. What are two things that 

bring you joy when you struggle? ( It could be tangible like an object or intangible like 
memories ) 

Answer the following question in 120- 150 words:       ( 5 marks ) 



The walls of the classroom are decorated with the pictures of  ‘Shakespeare’, ‘buildings with domes’, 
‘world maps; and ‘beautiful valleys’. These pictures are in stark contrast with the world of these 
children. Give two instances from your personal experience where you have encountered a situation 
where there was a stark disconnect with the ground reality. 

Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:      ( 1x5=5 ) 

 …….The stunted, unlucky heir 

Of twisted bones, reciting a father’s gnarled 

disease. 

His lesson, from his desk. At back of the dim 

class 

One unnoted, sweet and young. His eyes live 

in a dream. 

Of squirrel’s game, in tree room, other than 

this.  

i) Name the poem and the poet. 
ii) Who is the unlucky heir? 
iii) What has he inherited? 
iv) Who is sitting at the back of the dim class? 
v) How is he different from the rest of the class? 
 
 
VISTAS 
 
Answer the following questions in 120-150 words:  ( 4x6= 24marks ) 
1. “Dr Sadao was a true patriot but he also honoured his profession.” How did Dr Sadao 

honour both the values and saved the American prisoner? 
2. Give a character sketch of Dr Sadao Hoki.     
3. What happened at Golden Lion Hotelin the story, “ Evans tries an O-level”?     
4. Give a character sketch of James Roderick Evans. 

Answer the following questions in 20-30 words : ( 3x2-6) 

i) In which subject did Evans appear the O level examination? Why did he want to 
appear for it? 

ii) Why did Hana wash the white man? 
iii) What was the chief concern of Sadao’s father? How did he realise it? 

 

Geography Class XII 



Q.1 Draw an outline map of the world, locate and label the features given below with 
appropriate symbols. 

 a) The largest country in each continent in terms of area. 

 b) Major areas of extensive commercial grain faming. 

 c) Major areas of commercial livestock rearing 

 d) Transcontinental Railways- Trans-Siberian, Trans-Canadian, Trans-Australian Railways. 

 e) Major seaports- North Cape, Hamburg, Suez, Perth, Melbourne 

 f) Major Airports- Paris, Berlin, Chicago, New Orleans, Mexico city, Buenos Aires, Santiago, 
Darwin and Nillington. 

 g) Mega cities of the world- Tokyo, Delhi, Shanghai, Mumbai, Sao-Paulo. 

 h) Major areas of mixed farming of the world. 

 i) Major Areas of primitive subsistence farming activities. 

Q.2 Draw an outline map of India, locate and label the following features with appropriate 
symbol? 

 a) Leading producing states of rice, wheat, Tea and Cotton 

 b) Mines: Mayurbhanj, Balaghat, Singbhum, Bilaspur, Neyveli, Tharia, Jamnagar and Koraput. 

 c) Iron and Steel plants- 

  Bhadravati, Bhilai, Bokaro, Rourkela and Dungapur. 

 d) Textile Industry- Surat, Varanasi, Solapur Murshidabad and Coimbatore. 

 e) Software Technology Parks- 

  Gandhinagar, Srinagar, Mohali, Noida, Indore, Hyderabad, Bengaluru. 

 f) Major sea ports- Kandla, Mumbai, Kochi, Mangalore, Tuticorin, Chennai and 
Vishakhapatnam 

 g) International Airports- 

Ahmedabad, Guwahati, Amritsar, Thiruvananthapuram, Hyderabad, Delhi, Mumbai, 
Bengaluru 

Q.3 Analyse the three components of population change. 

Q.4 Give five reasons for declining child sex ration in India. 

Q.5 Why is the density of population increasing in every successive census? 

Q.6 Distinguish between push and pull factors of Migration. 

Q.7 Distinguish between rural and urban settlement? 

Q.8 Classify towns on the basis of their functions. Illustrate with examples. 

 



Subject-Economics 

Class-XII (ARTS/Com) OLD 

Assignment Topics 

Q.1 India’s economic growth has seen a consistent fall during the prevalent pandemic of COVID-
19? Do you agree with the given statement? Give reasons in support of your answer. 

Q.2 Critically analyse the effect of COVID-19 on Foreign Exchange Rate and Stock Market. 

Q.3 Explain the need for reduction in inequalities of income and wealth. Explain any two 
budgetary measures by which it can be done. 

Q.4 In the government of India’s budget, the Finance Minister proposed to raise the Goods and 
Service Tax (GST) on cigarettes and also proposes to increase income tax on individual 
earning per annum. 

 Identify and explain the types of taxes proposed by the Finance Minister. Was the objective 
only to earn revenue for the government? What possible welfare objectives could the 
government be considering? 

Q.5 Calculate National Income by expenditure and Output method. 

 Particulars        ₹ in crore 

 i) Gross domestic capital formation   -  250 

 ii) Not exports      -  (-) 50 

 iii) Private final consumption expenditure  -  1000 

 iv) Value of Ouput of primary sector   -  900 

 v) Value of Output of secondary sector   -  800 

 vi) Value of Output of tertiary sector   -  400 

 vii) Intermediate consumption of primary sector  -  400 

 viii) Intermediate consumption of secondary sector -  300 

 ix) Intermediate consumption of tertiary sector  -  100 

 x) Consumption of fixed capital    -  80 

 xi) Indirect taxes     -  100 

 xii) Government final consumption expenditure  -  100 

 xiii) Subsidies      -  10 

 xiv) Net factor income from abroad   -  (-)20 

***************************** 

 

 


